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One-Two-Go is your key to a successful Singapore Trip! We introduce you to one of the most

exciting cities in South East Asia, famous for its skyscrapers, wonderful food, casinos and exciting

shopping malls. We provide you with a guide to fall in love with! A guide full of breathtaking high

definition pictures, exciting sightseeing options, helpful insider advice, detailed info on how to get

easily and quickly from A to B, a variety of the best accommodation, and everything else needed to

ensure you will have the greatest time of your life.Inside the One-Two-Go "Ultimate

Guide"Introduction to Singapore&apos;s History to get a better understanding of the city&apos;s

vibeÂ Singapore&apos;stop Attractions (with advice on "must see" or optional ) to get the most out

of your visit - no matter how long you stay in SingaporeÂ A Detailed Map of Singapore with all our

top attractions pinned on it (gives you a better idea of how to plan your day!)Â Insider Advice on all

attractions, transport options, and accommodation to ensure you will always be a step

ahead!Â More than 100 Breathtaking High Definition Pictures on all sights, hotels and the tastiest

local foodsÂ Multiple Maps plus a Bird&apos;s eye view of each sightseeing spot (it has never been

easier to find what you&apos;re looking for)Â We show you how to access all points of interests by

metro (in Singapore you are never far from a metro stop)Â Useful information for each site of

interest; e.g. opening times / entrance fee/ how to get thereÂ Additional online maps for the new,

more convenient way to explore the cityÂ A taster of some of the most important Singapore

attractionsGardens by the Bay, a huge, world-famous park in central Singapore!Â The Singapore

Flyer, the world&apos;s largest observation wheel!Â Marina Bay Sands SkyPark, the mega $5.5

billion resort!Â Chinatown, great for shopping and for trying out authentic Chinese food!Â Buddha

Tooth Relic Temple, a great place to learn a bit about Buddhism in general!Â Chinese Garden, a

total escape from the bustle of big city life!Â Universal Studios Singapore, is a lot of fun, especially

when you&apos;re in Singapore with your kids!Â Singapore Zoo and Night Safari, an absolutely

unique attraction!Â Science Centre Singapore, to educate children on the wonders of

science!Â Singapore Botanic Gardens, truly a national landmark!Â Altitude, rises above all the other

Singapore rooftop bars!Â ION Orchard Mall, a futuristic huge monster mall!Â Local Food Specialties

don&apos;t miss Singapore&apos;s tasty food options!Â 
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It was a very quick read and helped me get my bearings while planning my trip. I have weeded out

what I don't need to see and what is higher on my list, gave prices for admissions. I enjoyed the

interactive maps feature. It did not have links to where to advance purchase tickets to the Singapore

Flyer as mentioned or other attractions. All in all it was worth the small Kindle price paid.

Highlighted the ethnic areas of the city. Listed various tourist sites, shopping, eating and hotels.

Probably not the most comprehensive guide for those areas, but gives an idea of what's available.

Not bad for a free guide. I enjoyed the pictures which gave me a feel of the city-state.

We recently went to Singapore. I bought this guide to prepare the trip. It was definitely really

useful.It made my travel planning so easy. Generally speaking this range of travel books is good.

I've used them before for another destination (London), and that is why I bought this one about

Singapore.

Easy and fast read to plan trip. Contents very well organized. Very detailed maps, especially if you

have a smart device to travel with. Only thing lacking is restaurant suggestions.



Practical guide with highly usable information. A good basic guide for my January four-day stopover

in Singapore this coming year. Been there before, but this gives updated info with good

transportation guidance.

This book was easy to navigate & gave a great discription & detail of things to see & how to get

there. A great companion to have.

I read Wynn's book on Hong Kong and got this because he did such a great job with that book. If I

can actually get together our trip to Southeast Asia, now I don't see how I can be in that part of the

world without taking in Singapore. True to form for these great guides, the interactive links to

sources outside the book are a significant part of the value. Being able to click on a link in your

travel guide with it up on your smart phone and have it go into GPS navigation is awesome. It

connects your travel guide to the real practice of getting to your point of interest or hotel or

whatever. I like this because it keeps the travel guide relevant in the event that the linked site is

updated. Incredibly important and absolutely necessary to pay attention to is the section on what to

take with you. Wynn writes from the authority of personal experience when he writes about how to

make sure your smart phone works, ensuring your currency is converted, getting through customs,

and managing airports and transportation. Pay attention and take heed. Having traveled abroad, I

can assure the reader and first-time traveler that these are the things you don't mess around with

because it can make the difference between and excellent trip and a miserable one. Even if you use

other travel guides, definitely go with One-Two-Go. You'll be thanking Michael Wynn.

I do like this eBook because it tells you pretty much what to do during your stay Singapore.

Explained me where to go for accommodation, Bars, Sightseeing and shopping which was what I

was looking for in Singapore.Pro: Straight forward newcomer Tips including Customs, Airport to

Hotel Transfers, Sim Cards, Shopping / Sightseeing, rooftop Bars (don't miss!!!). It's all written in an

entertaining style. I also used the online maps which is a cool feature in eBooksCon: If you stay

longer than a week or two you will need a more detailed book like a lonely planet in addition. I would

still recommend this one to get a good introduction.
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